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What has 36 legs and a brain big as a blimp? It may be found knee-deep 

in one of the sloughs or wandering the Fish & Game hillside. Don’t be 

afraid. Far from being a monster, meet the latest team of Watsonville 

Wetlands Watch docents, 18 men and women, ages 18 to 75, who 

graduated on March 13th. 

Some new docents admitted they’d lived in the county for many years 

but only within the past year, in the newspaper or on a Wetlands Alive 

Tour, learned about our neighboring six sloughs. Asked “What made 

you sign up to become a docent here?” the newcomers used words such as “sanctuary,” “amazing plant diversity,” “love 

of the outdoors,” “passion for environmental conservation and water quality,” and “birders’ paradise.” Graduates 

include teachers, students, a former secretary, a retired nurse, an actor, authors, and photographers. The mix 

stimulated intelligent questions, discussions and graduation presentations. History of the area, plant and bird 

identification, restoration and water quality control activities, safety regulations—so much crammed into meetings and 

field trips, two a week for seven weeks. Our brains swelled. 

Instead of a final exam, each new docent chose a demographic we might volunteer with and prepared and gave our 

peers a 10-minute presentation. We were encouraged to use techniques for leading field trips and acquainting visitors 

with the wetlands. Questions, visual aids, and cleverly-worded factoids wove into our natural enthusiasm as we proved 

we could engage, educate, and enthuse. 

In the interest of saving time on March 10th, we split into three groups to evaluate each other’s presentations. 

Regrettably, I didn’t see all of the 10-minute efforts. In my group of five, each person had a different gift. An original 

poem from Bob Leonard helps remember the names of the six sloughs. Becky Stewart adapted an amusing, thought-

provoking Native American story to remind us of the history before our time and the variety of creatures that share the 

earth. Courtney Costaños had us pretend to be wriggling fourth-graders and showed us how to get their attention and 

hold it with exercises and catchy questions based on inquiry-based learning. Speaking of inquiry-based learning, that was 

a challenge, albeit welcomed, for those of us all too apt to gush with our new-found knowledge instead of letting our 

“guests” discover answers together. My presentation targeted adults who I hoped would resurrect enough child-like 

curiosity and wonder to end up donating their time and/or money to some activity in the wetlands. Hopefully, new 

docents in the other evaluation groups will share the best aspects of their projects soon. 

Joann Leonard’s presentation is one example that would be helpful for the Watch as well as at Elkhorn Slough, the 

Monterey Bay Aquarium, and in classrooms. Imagine Joann, an author, calmly narrating while she spread on the ground 

a square of black fabric. Next she piled a filmy marine-blue fabric in the middle of the black square. “This is the water…” 

Around the blue, she wrapped a brown fabric and lastly, around the brown earth, a green chiffon-like fabric for upland 

plant life.  

Next the four other trainees were given placards on string necklaces. (Given more people, she wouldn't have doubled up 

on the categories on the placards.) Each placard was different but divided in two categories. Raptors and owls/ plants, 

seeds, and berries on one. Animals/water bugs and water critters on another. Water fowl /reptiles, land insects, bugs, 

larvae, frogs, and worms; and on the fourth, fish/little birds. Joann then pointed to one category, let’s say fish, and 

asked, “What do they eat?” “Insects! Worms” She put a 4’ piece of white yarn in the hand of the person wearing “fish” 

and stretched it across the fabric wetlands to the hand of the person wearing “insects and worms.” A few questions and 

answers later, we’d woven a “web of life” over the fabric wetlands.  

Proud and gleeful, my feelings shifted suddenly as Joann talked about threats to the wetlands, the most impactful being 

development (some call houses and factories undevelopment). She removed the blue-water, then the brown-mud 

fabric, then the lush green uplands. What was left? The “asphalt,” the black square she hadn’t named in the beginning. 

Thank you, Joann. 

Thank you, too, to the docent trainers for their wealth of facts and 

patience. We learned everything from “Remind people to use the 

bathroom before you go out into the field” to how the first 

Americans used the wetlands and uplands in sustainable ways. 

Take a bow Kathy Fieberling, Noëlle Antolin, Jodi Apelt, Bob 

Culbertson, Adrienne Frisbee, Pat Johns, Patrick Orozco, Mary K. 

Paul, Jonathan Pilch, Michelle Templeton, John Pritchard, and Jim 

Van Houten. 

Congratulations to these new docents who weren’t mentioned 

above: Elizabeth Alvarez, Karla Conmy, Pat McVeigh, Alice 

Mestemacher, Denise Murphy, Patty Murray, Richard Palm, Judy 

Pilcher, Peter Tyack, Deborah Wise, Terry Word, JoAnn Zausen, 

and Teresa Zolar. 

What’s next? You’ve been alerted about this powerful, wonderful creature. It roams all over the wetlands, perhaps 

carrying binoculars or shovels. They’ve been sighted in the greenhouse, too. Don’t be afraid to say “hello.”  
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